Government of West Bengal
Office of the Director General
West Bengal Fire & Emergency Services
13D, Mirza Ghalib Street, Kolkata – 700 016

E.O No.: 411/17     Dated: 18.07.2017

Order

This has reference to the letter from Special Secretary to the Govt of West Bengal, Department of Fire & Emergency Services regarding implementation of various e-services of Fire & Emergency Services Department vide No. 1386/1(6)/FES/O/2E-155/2016 dated 07.07.2017.

As desired, Help Desk comprising of following members is hereby constituted to guide the applicants while filling up the e-form application for various services rendered online.

1. Saroj Kumar Bag -- Station Officer, FP Wing-I 7699557237
2. Sujay Banerjee -- Station Officer, IFS 9830515096
3. Swagata Roy -- Station Officer, Head Quarter F.S. 9477017084
4. Tarun Kumar Dutta -- Station Officer, FP Wing-II 9433240619
5. Snehansu Bhattacharya -- Typist, FP Wing-I 7044094154
6. Rakesh Das -- Lower Division Clerk, FP Wing-I 7059934715
7. Arnab Ghosh -- Leader, FP Wing-I 8697511678
8. Subhankar Naskar -- Fire Operator, FP Wing-I 8678888004

The above mentioned officials may be contacted over telephone numbers mentioned against each on all working days from 10:00 am to 05.00 pm to seek all sorts of guidance while filling up the e-form application for various e-services.

Sd/-
Director General
West Bengal Fire & Emergency Services

Memo No.: 18.07.2017

Copy forwarded for information to:
1. P.S. to Principal Secretary, Dept. of Fire & Emergency Services, Bikash Bhavan, South Block 2nd Floor, Salt Lake, Kolkata- 700 091
2. All D.F.O.s under WBF&ES
4. D.F.O.-F.P. Wing-II, WBF&ES
5. All Concerned

Director General
West Bengal Fire & Emergency Services